Quality from
Finnish Lapland

Timapuu
SO MUCH MORE THAN AN ORDINARY HUT

MADE IN
TORNIO

High-quality materials • Carefully considered structural solutions
Comprehensive accessories • Delivery on a turnkey basis

Quality from
Finnish Lapland

Outbuildings with great
ambiance, imbued with
the spirit of the hut
A fisherman’s refuge or a cosy garden sauna,
a charming guest house or a special venue for
corporate events. Timapuu’s barbecue huts,
saunas and summerhouses are comfortable
and attractive outbuildings suited for
many applications and environments.

is quick to erect and which has provided warmth and
shelter for the people of the north since ancient times.
We have remodelled the hut into versatile structures
that meet modern requirements but are still imbued
with the warm spirit of the hut. We have invested in
the highest quality in the selection of construction
materials, equipment and accessories. Our carefully
considered structural solutions and professional
installation work ensures that, having bought a
Timapuu hut, you can enjoy it for decades to come.

Our products are made of densely grained Lappish
pine in Tornio, Finnish Lapland. They are based on
the idea of the traditional hut: a sturdy structure that
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Our huts make an
ideal fisherman’s
refuge in the
wilderness, for
example.
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BARBECUE HUTS
Hut 6.9
Build ambiance in a small courtyard
This cosy barbecue hut is ideal for
a small courtyard, with space for
up to 10 people to enjoy its relaxing
atmosphere. The octagonal floor
design provides more seating
and floor space than a hexagonal
design. Thanks to the steep roof
and dimensions, the hut does not
require a chimney or smoke hood,
which makes it more spacious.
The standard equipment includes
low-emissivity windows (one
opening), encircling benches,
floor grating, mortise lock,
deadwood door handles, graphiteblack felt shingle roofing and
a stainless-steel door sill.

The barbecue package includes

Octagonal Polar grill (Ø 60 cm)

8-part detachable table encircling
the grill (depth 30 cm, can
also be used as lap tables)

Sausage-grilling set (contains
a fire iron and rake)

Cast-iron crêpes pan

Steel pan

6 lap tables

A full Polar smoke hood and
chimney are available as an
optional accessory upon request.
Huts are also available with
no accessories and with
the Lapland package.
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The barbecue hut is
comfortable and attractive,
ideal for company and
cooking. The popularity
of this cosy outbuilding
stems from its versatility.
Our range includes five
models of different sizes,
ranging from intimate huts
perfect for small courtyards
to large huts with space
for up to 40 people and a
whopping barbecue grill.
All our huts come with low-emissivity windows, encircling benches,
floor grating, mortise lock, deadwood door handles, graphite-black
felt shingle roofing and a stainlesssteel door sill. However, most huts
are ordered completely ready for
use with barbecue accessories. If
you wish, you can complete the
accessories of your hut with the
Lapland package. All our huts are
also available without accessories.

Accessory packages
Barbecue package
(available for models
Hut 6.9, Hut 9.9 and Hut 12)
 Octagonal Polar grill (Ø 60 cm;
Ø 70 cm with Hut 12)  full Polar smoke
hood and chimney (Optional, available
on request to Hut 6.9 and Hut 9.9. Comes
standard with the Hut 12 barbecue
package.)  8-part detachable table
encircling the grill (depth 30 cm, can
also be used as lap tables)  Sausagegrilling set (contains a fire iron and rake)
 Cast-iron crêpes pan  Steel pan
 6 lap tables

Lapland package
(available for models
Hut 6.9, Hut 9.9 and Hut 12)
 4 reindeer skins or sheepskins
(5 skins with Hut 9.9 and Hut 12)  Tea
cosy  Tubular pillow  Decorative
Santa Claus  6 sets of juniper cutlery
 Guest book made of deadwood
 6 wooden Samí mugs  Clock made
from a gold-panning pan  Traditional
Samí knife and filleting knife with fish
spike  Traditional Samí cap and scarf
 Juniper servers  Binocular flask
 Deadwood bottle opener  6 juniper
coasters  Juniper serving platter
 Leather coffee bag  Reindeer antler
extract  Pot holder and oven mitt
 Deadwood thermometer  Deadwood
decorative chopping block  Bell for the
door

The octagonal floor
design enables
efficient use of
the surface area.
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Full package
(available for model Hut 17.2)
 Round Kotakeittiö grill (Ø 100 cm)
 Kotakeittiö smoke hood, chimney set,
flashing and rain cap  Tables encircling
the grill  Sausage-grilling set (contains
a fire iron and rake)  Cast-iron crêpes
pan  Big steel pan  9 lap tables
 7 reindeer skins or sheepskins

Full package
(available for model Hut 28)
 Decagonal Polar grill (Ø 120 cm)
 Smoke hood, chimney set, flashing
and rain cap  10-part detachable
table encircling the grill (depth 30
cm)  Sausage-grilling set (contains a
fire iron and rake)  Cast-iron crêpes
pan  Big steel pan  12 lap tables
 9 reindeer skins or sheepskins

Hut 9.9
Convenient guest house
This traditional-style hut that can
accommodate up to 15 people. Thanks
to its dimensions and wide benches,
the hut can also be transformed into
a cosy guest house for 2–3 people. The
ingenious hut design makes a chimney
and smoke hood unnecessary, leaving
more space for company and activities.
The standard equipment includes lowemissivity windows on four walls (one
opening), encircling benches (depth
70 cm on the three back walls), floor
grating, mortise lock, deadwood door
handles, graphite-black felt shingle
roofing and a stainless-steel door sill.

The barbecue
package includes

Octagonal Polar grill (Ø 60 cm)

8-part detachable table
encircling the grill (depth 30 cm,
can also be used as lap tables)

Sausage-grilling set (contains
a fire iron and rake)

Cast-iron crêpes pan

Steel pan

6 lap tables

A full Polar smoke hood and
chimney are available as an
optional accessory upon request.
Huts are also available with
no accessories and with
the Lapland package.
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The accessories of
Timapuu barbecue
huts are highquality Finnish
products, and
spare parts are
easily available.

Hut 12
Pride of a large courtyard
This hut has plenty of space for around
20 people. The model can be customised
with wider benches, which help
transform the hut into a restful sleeping
place for several people or a refuge for
a fishing, hunting or hiking party.
The standard equipment includes
double-glazed windows on four walls
(one opening), encircling benches
(depth 70 cm on the three back walls),
floor grating, mortise lock, deadwood
door handles, graphite-black felt shingle
roofing and a stainless-steel door sill.

The barbecue
package includes

Octagonal Polar grill (Ø 70 cm)

Full Polar smoke hood
and chimney

8-part detachable table
encircling the grill (depth 30 cm,
can also be used as lap tables)

Sausage-grilling set (contains
a fire iron and rake)

Cast-iron crêpes pan

Steel pan

6 lap tables
Huts are also available
with no accessories or with
the Lapland package.
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Hut 17.2
Can double as a
summer cottage
This extremely spacious model is ideal for
relaxation in company with space for up
to 25 people. Since there is plenty of space
for storage, company, cooking and sleeping,
the hut is extremely versatile. The hut can
be used as a venue for family functions or
get-togethers, but this model has also been
used as an outbuilding and summer cottage.
The basic package includes double-glazed
windows on four walls (one opening),
encircling benches (depth 70 cm on the
three back walls), floor grating, mortise lock,
deadwood door handles, graphite-black felt
shingle roofing and a stainless-steel door sill.
You can also order the hut with
the full accessories package.
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Our largest barbecue
hut offers plenty
of space for a busload of people
(40 persons).

Hut 28.0
Ideal for a large party
Thanks to its impressive size, our largest
barbecue hut is ideal for large get-togethers.
The hut has plenty of space for up to 40 people
to socialise in comfort, and the floor is wide
enough for dancing. The hut is excellently
suited for hunting clubs, large family
functions or camping sites, for example.
The standard equipment includes lowemissivity windows on five walls (one
opening), encircling benches (depth 70 cm on
the five back walls), floor grating, mortise lock,
deadwood door handles, graphite-black felt
shingle roofing and a stainless-steel door sill.
You can also order the hut with
the full accessories package.
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SAUNAS
Timapuu’s saunas have great ambiance and high
ceilings, which guarantee a smooth, even flow of
steam that is rich in oxygen – perfect for relaxing
both the body and the mind. Both saunas are
designed in a manner that honours the Finnish
sauna tradition while not forgetting user comfort.
We deliver our saunas completely ready for use. The saunas
are equipped with everything you need for a relaxing sauna
experience: stove and stove stones, custom-designed benches,
Narvi steel chimney solution, water bucket and ladle, bench
towels and thermometer. Both sauna models have Narvi’s
Kota Luosto stove included in the price. Durable and efficient,
it only requires a small amount of wood to heat and is
equipped with a stainless steel water jacket tank with faucet.
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Sauna 9.9
The 9.9 m2 sauna is perfect for a
small courtyard while offering
plenty of space for 8–10 people to
relax and enjoy the hot steam.
The central position of the stove
guarantees a smooth, even flow of
steam. Thanks to the steep roof, the
benches are high enough to warm
even the coldest toes. The sauna is
delivered completely ready for use.

Scenic sauna
The large windows of the scenic sauna bring the
tranquillity of nature into your sauna experience.
The sauna has plenty of space for 8–10 people. The
stove of the scenic sauna is also placed at the centre,
which ensures even distribution of heat and steam.
The sauna is delivered completely ready for use.
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Summerhouse
Comfortable and light-filled heart of your summer courtyard
There are three barbecue packages
available for summerhouses:

This comfortable 9.9 m2 summerhouse is the heart
of the courtyard and can also be transformed into
a cosy guest house where needed. The high walls
and large windows introduce light and create a
spacious feeling. We can also deliver the hut in
larger sizes if preferred. You can choose one of our
three barbecue packages for your summerhouse.

Polar barbecue package:
Octagonal Polar grill (Ø 60 cm); smoke hood with chain;
1.5 m chimney with damper, flashing and rain cap; 8-part
detachable table encircling the grill (depth 30 cm), which
can also be used as lap tables; sausage-grilling set (contains
a fire iron and rake); cast-iron crêpes pan and steel pan.

Kotakeittiö® BBQ antique copper barbecue package:

The standard equipment of summerhouses
includes bronze low-emissivity windows on
seven walls (opening windows on one wall),
encircling benches (depth 70 cm on the three
back walls), floor grating, mortise lock, stainlesssteel door sill, deadwood door handles, graphiteblack felt shingle roofing and eaves flashing.

Kotakeittiö® BBQ antique copper grill (working height approx. 80 cm,
Ø 80 cm), smoke hood, chimney with damper, flashing and rain
cap (antique copper), 2 adjustable shelves, 2 boards with racks for
glow-frying salmon, cast-iron grill, steak grill (Ø 72 cm) and fire iron,
sausage-grilling set (contains a fire iron and rake); cast-iron crêpes
pan and steel pan.

Apetit round granite table barbecue package:
Firebox (working height 67 cm, Ø 58 cm), granite table (Ø 120
or 157 cm); smoke hood with chain; 1.5 m chimney with
damper, flashing and rain cap; sausage-grilling set (contains
a fire iron and rake); cast-iron crêpes pan and steel pan.

If you wish, you can also order beautiful
reindeer skins or sheepskins for the benches.
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Timapuu Quality
For us, quality means carefully crafted
and meticulously finished products
manufactured from top-quality materials.
Every single detail has been carefully
considered from the viewpoints of
user comfort and durability.

Timapuu huts
are genuine
Lappish
products.

Comprehensive and personal service is an
essential part of Timapuu Quality. We want you
to be able to enjoy your new Timapuu hut as
quickly and effortlessly as possible. That is why
all our models can be delivered on a turnkey
basis. Please ask for more information.

All our products are made by hand in Tornio, Finnish
Lapland, out of highly esteemed Lappish pine. The
wood we use grows in the extreme conditions of
the far north, making it very densely grained and
able to withstand all kinds of weather. Cracking,
shrinkage and swelling is minimal even with great
fluctuations in temperature and humidity.

Timapuu is 100% Finnish. All our products from
the wood material to sauna stoves and barbecue
grills are made in Finland, which also ensures that
spare parts are easily available. We have chosen
our partners with great care to ensure that you can
enjoy your Timapuu hut for a good long time.
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Carefully considered
structural solutions
The wall material is 45-millimetre
milled log. The sturdy log helps
the building stand strong and will
serve you for many years to come.
Huts made with heavier 70-millimetre log or semi-round log are
also available.

The wall logs consist of one thick
joint, which prevents humidity
from getting between the logs.
We always finish the eaves
with drip moulding, which
keeps the eaves boarding dry.

The roof is made with
vertical boarding without tongue-and-groove
joints to help moisture
exit from between the
roof boards and felt.

Diagonal

All Timapuu products are octagonal, except
our largest barbecue hut, which is decagonal.

Side length

Thanks to the greater number of corners, our products
are rounder and thus more spacious than hexagonal
structures. Always remember to place an air inlet pipe
under the grill (min. 200 mm).
Diameter

Diagonal

Side length

Hut 6.9

3,149 mm

2,909 mm

1,205 mm

Hut 9.9

3,750 mm

3,464 mm

1,435 mm

Hut 12

4,116 mm

3,802 mm

1,575 mm

Hut 17.2

5,017 mm

4,635 mm

1,920 mm
1,910 mm

Hut 28

6,181 mm

5,878 mm

Summerhouse

3,750 mm

3,464 mm

1,435 mm

Saunas

3,750 mm

3,464 mm

1,435 mm
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THE DIAGRAM
REPRESENTS
HUT 9.9

Barbecue grills,
sauna stovesand roofing felt
The high quality of Timapuu products extends to barbecue grills, sauna
stoves and roofing felt. We have chosen our partners with great care,
and all the options we offer are high-quality Finnish products.

Barbecue grills
Our standard barbecue package
comes with an octagonal or
decagonal Polar grill, depending
on the hut design. If you wish, you
can also choose another barbecue
grill solution. Please do not
hesitate to ask about the options.

Sauna stoves
Timapuu saunas come standard
with an efficient Narvi Kota Luosto
stove. Its water jacket is a safe
solution for heating washing water
and also suits the atmosphere of
the hut. Water temperature never
exceeds 100 ˚C. The water jacket
has been placed around the stove
instead of on the chimney, where
it would be a visual obstruction.
You can also choose another
wood-burning or electric stove for
your sauna. We will be happy to
tell you more about the options.

Roofing felt
Timapuu products come standard
with graphite-black Icopal felt
roofing. The felt is also available
in a variety of colours. Colour
options include forest green, coal
grey, earth brown and brick red.

A good foundation guarantees
long service life
When you purchase a Timapuu
product, all you need to do is lay
the foundations. Foundations
should be laid with great
care, since a good foundation
guarantees a long service life for
the building. Good instructions
and precision ensure that even an
inexperienced builder can lay the
foundations. The only objective
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is a level, horizontal and hard
foundation for the building. It is
largely a matter of taste, but you
should also consider any special
requirements of your building site.
We will be happy to help you find
the right foundation. We also sell
prefabricated timber foundations
with installation instructions.

Timapuu Oy Marttila is a family business that has been
manufacturing high-quality barbecue huts, saunas and
summerhouses since 1995. Our factory is located in Tornio, Finland,
and employs approximately 15 people. Over the years, we have
delivered thousands of products to countries around the world,
including Sweden, Norway, Germany, Russia and France.
Sales from our factory
Timapuu Oy Marttila
Verkkotehtaankatu 12
FI-95420 Tornio
info@timapuu.fi
tel./fax +358 16 446 200

Tero Seppänen
tel. +358 40 861 6222
tero.seppanen@timapuu.fi
Timo Marttila
tel. +358 400 698 198
timo.marttila@timapuu.fi

Your nearest Timapuu retailer is

www.timapuu.fi

